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He originates creation; then refashions it - for Him an easy task. His is the most Sublime 

Symbol in the heavens and the earth. (Qur’an 30:27) 

Do you not perceive how God coins a metaphor? A Good Word, like a Good Tree, whose roots 

are deep, and whose branches reach into Heaven. (Qur’an 14:24-26) 

Understanding Transcendence: The Tools of Interpretation 

Among the tools of interpretation of scripture that are associated particularly with Shi‘i and 

Isma‘ili thought is that of ta’wil. This Qur’anic term, literally “going back to the first or 

beginning,” came to have the connotation of a form of hermeneutical discourse. Jean Pepin, in 

analysing the original Greek word hermeneuein, concludes that 

as used generally, the word has come to signify interpretation, and that hermeneutics today, 

commonly has as its synonym ‘exegesis’. However, the original meaning of hermeneuein, and 

other related words - or in any case their principal meaning - was not that at all, and was not 

far from being its exact contrary, if we grant that exegesis is a movement of penetration into 

the intention of a text or message.3 

As set forth in Isma‘ili writings, the purpose and goal of ta’wil is to arrive at such an original 

understanding of scriptural texts by going beyond the formal, literal meaning of the text, neither 

limiting the total significance nor rejecting entirely the validity of such a formal reading, but 

affirming that the ultimate significance and totality of any text could only be grasped by the 
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application of ta’wil. Such hermeneutics, in their view, complemented tafsir, the mode of 

formal interpretation in Muslim thought, and did not reflect a dichotomised way of viewing 

scripture. Rather, it attested to the divine use of language in multiple ways, particularly as 

exemplified in the Qur’anic verses cited above, through the use of “symbol” and figurative 

language. Hermeneutical discourse in Isma‘ili thought thus extends the meaning of scripture, 

like branches reaching into Heaven, to identify the visible which glorifies Him, but it also seeks 

to penetrate to the roots, to retrieve and disclose that which appears invisible. 

In his works, al-Risalah al Durriyah and Rahat al-‘Aql, the Fatimid philosopher Hamid al-

Din al-Kirmani (d. 1021) juxtaposes a discussion of speech and language to his exposition of 

the concept of God and tawhid. He argues that languages grow out of words which are 

composed of letters which allow words to signify specific meanings. But words as well as 

languages are contingent and relative. Since God is not contingent but absolute, language, by 

its very nature, cannot appropriately define Him in a non-contingent way and take account of 

that which makes God different from all that is contingent. Thus, language in itself fails to 

define God as befitting His glory. Language, however, is a beginning, because it is the foremost 

tool for signifying and representing the possibility of what God is. The fact of being human 

and possessed of an intellect compels one to speak of and inquire about the agent from whom 

existentiation (or origination) comes forth. Thus, when one speaks of God, one does not 

necessarily describe Him as He is, but one has affirmed that He is indeed the originator of all 

that we employ to understand and describe His creation. 

The appropriate mode of language which serves us best in this task is, according to al-Kirmani, 

figurative language. Such language, which employs analogy, metaphor and symbols, allows 

one to make distinctions and to establish differences in ways that a literal usage of language 

does not permit. It can also impel thought to seek new meanings and to develop the necessary 

tools of discourse to characterise these new meanings. Ta’wil, understood as metaphoric 

process, has the capacity to relate meaning to its beginnings - for that is not only the root sense 

of the word ta’wil itself, but also expresses the religious purpose for which such a metaphoric 

process is to be employed - as a journey to understanding God. This understanding starts as 

the ta’wil of the words used in the Qur’an , where God is indeed referred to as the “Sublime 
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Symbol” thus legitimating the use of figurative language. In this sense, metaphoric language 

employs a special system of signs, the ultimate meaning of which is unveiled by the proper 

application of ta’wil.4 

Articulating Transcendence: God Beyond Being and Non-being 

The articulation of what David Burrell has referred to as the “grammar of divinity”5, that is, 

securing the distinction of God from the world, is also the shared starting point for the Isma‘ili 

formulation of tawhid, the Islamic belief in one God alone, who has no partner. 

Among al-Kirmani’s predecessors, perhaps the most well-known Isma‘ili theologian was Abu 

Yaqub al-Sijistani (d. ca. 971). His works, building on previous Isma‘ili writings, enable us to 

see the formulation of a position in the context of the larger debate in the tenth century among 

Muslim theologians and philosophers. While discounting those outside the pale of monotheistic 

faith, whose beliefs, according to him, are polytheistic or anthropomorphic, he classifies others 

under several broad categories - those who ascribe to God the attributes He ascribes to Himself 

in the Book, but who do not wish to speculate unduly about these attributes; and those who 

argue in favour of speculation and wish to negate the attribution of human like qualities to God 

and therefore maintain that God can neither be defined, described, characterised, nor seen, nor 

be anywhere. He concludes that none of these positions allow one to accord to God the correct 

worship due to Him, nor do they allow for the articulation of transcendence in an appropriate 

manner. He states: 

Whoever removes from his Creator descriptions, definitions and characteristics, falls into a 

hidden anthropomorphism, just as one who describes Him and characterises Him falls into 

overt anthropomorphism. (Sijistani, al-Maqalid, trans. Hunzai, p. 69) 

In particular, he seeks to refute those who follow the Mu‘tazilite and descriptive attributes and 

argues that the ascribing of essential attributes, by perpetuating a duality between essence and 

attribute, would also lead to a plurality of eternal attributes. He argues further that the negation 

of specific attributes (knowledge, power, life, etc.) cannot be maintained, since human beings 

also have a share in such attributes. If these were to be denied, the negation would be 
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incomplete, since the denial takes account only of characteristics of material creations 

(makhluqat) and not of spiritual entities (mubda’at). If one is to adopt the path of negation, he 

argues, then it must be a complete negation, denying that God has either material attributes or 

spiritual ones, thereby rendering him beyond existence (ays) and non-existence (lays). 

In formulating such a sweeping concept of tawhid, Sijistani assumes three possible relations 

between God and His Creation: God can either resemble His creation entirely, in part, or not at 

all. In order to affirm the total distinction implied in tawhid, the third relation is the most 

appropriate, involving a total distinction from all forms of creation. Basing himself on a 

Qur’anic verse, “To Him belong the Creation (al-khalq) and the Command (al-amr)” (7:54), 

he divides all originated beings into (1) those that can be located in time and space, i.e., those 

that are formed (makhluqat), and (2) those that were originated through the act of command, 

all at once (daf’atan wahidah), and which are beyond time and space and are called 

(mubda’at). The former possess attributes, while the latter are entirely self-subsistent. The 

establishing and articulation of true transcendence (tanzih) must therefore deny both: 

There does not exist a tanzih more brilliant and more noble than the one by which we establish 

the tanzih of our Mubdi’ (Originator) by using these words in which two negations, negation 

and a negation of negation (nafyun wa-nafyu nafyin), oppose each other. (Sijistani, al-

Maqalid, trans. Hunzai, p.70) 

Thus, the first negation disassociates God from all that can possess attributes, the second, from 

all who are “artributeless.” He is careful to avoid suggesting that even that which is without 

attributes, defined and non-defined, is God - in his schema God is beyond both, rendering Him 

absolutely unknowable and without any predicates. 

Such a concept of tawhid immediately presents two problems for a Muslim: the first concerns 

how one might worship such a God; and the second, if He indeed so transcends His Creation, 

how is it that they came into existence? The “grammar of divinity” affirming distinction now 

leads in Isma‘ili thought to the “ladder of meaning” by which transcendence manifested 

through creation becomes “knowable.” 
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Manifesting Transcendence: Creation and Knowledge 

Among the most serious charges laid against a doctrine of “creationism” - i.e., the assumption 

of a Creator as the ultimate cause, through a special act of creation - is that it assumes in the 

form of a complex deity the very thing that one wishes to explain, organised complexity. It is 

this relationship between Creator and creation, and the transformation that is implied in the 

former by the very occurrence of change, that constitutes the greatest intellectual knot that a 

rational theology must tackle. 

It has been argued that Isma‘ili theology, particularly as expressed in the work of al-Sijistani, 

integrates a manifestational cosmology (analogous to some aspects of Stoic thought) within a 

Neoplatonic framework to create an alternative synthesis. The starting point of such a synthesis 

is the doctrine of ibda (derived from Qur’an 2:117). In its verbal form, it is taken to mean 

“originating instantaneously,” representing, as the late Henry Corbin has it, “l’instauration 

creatrice primordiale” to explain the notion in the Qur’an of God’s timeless command 

(Kun: “Be!”). Ibda therefore connotes, not a specific act of creation, but the dialogical mode 

through which a relationship between God and His creation can be affirmed - it articulates the 

process of beginning and sets the stage for developing a theology of the manifestation of 

transcendence in creation. By making creation emerge as a result of a process of origination 

(ibda), Sijistani hopes to maintain his distinction between God and creation by 

making Amr, God’s eternal expression of His will, the ultimate point of origin. In this sense, to 

quote Corbin again: “la philosophie premiere de l’ismaelisme n’est une metaphysique ni 

de l’ens, ni de l’esse, mais de l’esto.”?6 It can be said to express the distinction between God 

and creation even more sharply than the schema of emanationism associated with Plotinus. 

Al-Kirmani attempts to distance the Isma‘ili view from the emanationist outlook and to resolve 

what he regards as the ambiguities in Sijistani’s formulation by arguing that the process of 

emanation and its source cannot be differentiated, strictly speaking. He cites as an analogy the 

light emanating from the sun, which, issuing from the fountain of the sun, partakes of the 

essence out of which it emanates, since at the point of emanation it is no different from the 

essence of the sun, its source. They are thus linked, though not identical, by being together in 
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existence; and they could not logically be conceived of, one without the other. Such mutuality 

cannot be associated with God, for to conceive of existence as emanating from Him necessitates 

multiplicity in its source, which is its very essence. For al-Kirmani, then, the only absolute way 

in which creation and tawhid can be distinguished is through a much sharper definition of that 

which is originated through ibda, namely the First Existent or the First Intellect. He states: 

It did not exist, then it came into existence via ibda and ikhtira, neither from a thing, nor upon 

a thing, nor in a thing, nor by a thing, nor for a thing and nor with a thing. (Kirmani, Rahat al-

‘Aql, trans. Hunzai, p. 165) 

Like the number one, it contains all other numbers, which depend on it for their existence. Yet 

it is independent and separate from them, and it is the source and the cause of all plurality. In 

order to establish the singularity of the First Intellect, he refers to what the ancient sages 

(hukama) have said: 

From the First Existent, which is the First Cause, nothing comes into existence but a single 

existence ... or the Prime Mover moves only one, even though by it many are moved. 

(Kirmani, Rahat al-‘Aql, trans. Hunzai, p. 166) 

Having used the arguments of the ancients for the purpose of validating his point, al-Kirmani 

is nevertheless quick to separate himself from the view that all these attributes can then be 

applied to God, for that would compromise his insistence on absolute transcendence. They can 

only apply to the First Intellect, which in his scheme now becomes the Source, that which is 

inherently the synthesis of the One and the many (Jami‘ li-l-wahdah wa al-kathrah). At this 

stage, anterior to time and space, the two qualities were in the First Intellect, but they comprise 

the dual dimension that relates the First Intellect to tawhid, as well as to the role by which its 

generative capacity can be manifested. With respect to God, the First Intellect exists to sanctify 

Him. Such sanctification (taqdis) on the part of the First Intellect reflects the nobler aspect of 

its dual dimension, where it is an affirmation of its own createdness and distinction from God. 

On the other hand, the sanctification generates a state of happiness and contentment within it, 

which produces actual and potential intellects, which in turn become the causes for the creation 

of the subsequent spiritual and material realms. Al-Kirmani distinguishes in the First Intellect 
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between multiplicity and diversity. Though the forms within the Intellect can be said to be 

multiple, they do not yet possess this aspect, since no diversity or differentiation exists within 

the Intellect. His analogy for the actual intellect is the Qur’anic symbol of the “pen,” and of the 

potential intellect, the “tablet,” which become metaphors for form and matter, respectively. 

Sijistani, in attempting to resolve the problem of explaining the First Intellect’s dual capacity 

for form and multiplicity, argues for a distinction between the concepts of multiplicity 

(kathrah) and diversity (tafawut). Extending the analogy of the pen, which contains all the 

subsequent forms of expression in writing - letters, words and names - before they appear in 

this differentiated form, he tries to argue that they are all one within the pen. Also, this 

singularity does not resemble any of the expressed forms as they appear subsequently in written 

form. Thus, each letter, prior to its manifestation, cannot be distinguished from the rest of the 

letters “preexisting” inside the pen. More interestingly, as Mohamed Alibhai shows in his 

analysis of Sijistanj’s epistemology, he makes the role of the Intellect analogous to that of 

the seed out of which the cosmos, in its spiritual as well as material form, develops. This 

metaphor, drawn from biology, suggests a process where the Intellect is manifested in the 

natural domain and participates in time. Such a view of creation seems to imply that the process 

of generation and development involves the Intellect’s participation as a “vital” principle in the 

cosmos progressively manifesting itself in both material and spiritual forms. The process by 

which this generation takes place is called inbi‘ath. Al-Kirmani, for example, employs two 

similes to illustrate this process, one from the natural order, one relating to human relations: 

the reflection of the sun in a mirror, and the blush on the cheek of the lover at the sight of the 

beloved. Inbi‘ath, manifestation, thus is contrasted with fayd, or emanation. The former, like 

the image of the sun in a mirror or a pool of water, is mere representation; it is from something 

and as figure can permit one to retrace it to the original. Such symbolism is particularly suited 

to evoking the sense of religiosity so central to the Islamic affirmation of distinction between 

God and creation. The rest of the intellects are manifested, one from the other, leading to the 

creation of the spheres, stars, and the physical world, including human beings. 

In sum, the process of creation can be said to take place at several levels. Ibda‘ represents the 

initial level, inbi‘ath, the secondary level - one transcends history, the other creates it. The 
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spiritual and material realms are not dichotomous, since in the Isma‘ili formulation matter and 

spirit are united under a higher genus. Though they require different linguistic and rational 

categories for definition, they represent elements of a whole, and a true understanding of God 

must also take account of His creation. Such a synthesis is crucial to how the human intellect 

eventually relates to creation and how it ultimately becomes the instrument for penetrating 

through history the mystery of the unknowable God implied in the formulation of tawhid. 

When al-Muayyad fi-l-din al-Shirazi (d. 1077) interprets the Qur’anic verse “God created the 

heavens and earth in six days” (7:54),7he is concerned to show that the “days” stand figuratively 

for the six major cycles of Prophecy, each of which represents a journey to God. Their existence 

in time is not a function of priority or primacy; they merely succeed each other, like day and 

night. The believers in each of these cycles of prophecy are recipients of knowledge which 

assists in understanding tawhid. In Sijistani, there is a conception of two types of Prophecy, 

spiritual and material. The first relates to the human intellect, the second to human history 

embodied in the messages communicated through the various prophets. These messengers 

come to confirm that which the human intellect already knows, and human beings 

appropriately, by the acceptance of the message, corroborate the validity of each historical 

messenger. The actual intellect thus corroborates that which the potential intellect brings to it. 

At a more philosophical level, for al-Kirmani an understanding of tawhid requires the believers 

to recognise that they must in some way “deconstruct” the First Intellect, divesting it of 

divinity. Ibda and then inbi‘ath reflect the “descending” arc of a circle, where God’s command 

creates the First Intellect, which is then manifested through successive existents down to the 

human intellect. The action of the believers can be seen to be the ascending arc, where each 

unit leading up to the First Intellect is divested of divinity until the process is completed on 

reaching the One itself. It is in this particular context that he cites a tradition of the Prophet 

Muhammad: “The believer is the muwahhid [literally, maker of the One] and God 

is muwahhid”- the believer, because he or she divests First Intellect of divinity, and God, 

because He originated the First Intellect as the symbol of the One. It is possible for the human 

intellect to comprehend this because God provides assistance to the human intellect through 
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His “dual” messengers, making accessible the tools formalised in religious language and ritual, 

as well as those that reflect an intellectual and spiritual capacity for knowing. 

This paper began with an emphasis on the symbolic mode of expression as a crucial means of 

apprehending God’s word and creation. It is perhaps appropriate that it conclude with a 

narrative from the Qur’an and it’s hermeneutic in Isma‘ili writings. 

The Qur’anic account of Adam, his creation, fall and retrieval constitute for Ismaili thought 

what Henry Corbin has called “the drama in heaven.” In the Qur’an , Adam is taught “all the 

names” (Qur’an 2:31) by God and subsists in the heavenly state until the act of disobedience 

which causes him to be expelled to earth. The ta’wil of this story renders Adam as the homo 

spiritualis; the knowledge - “names” - endowed to him is the cognisance of the Primary and 

Secondary Intellects. His heavenly state is the result of the bliss engendered by his true worship 

and adoration, a mark of his awareness of the true meaning of tawhid mediated through the two 

Intellects above him. The fall injects the element of rupture into this primordial world, because 

Adam’s mistake is the failure to be constant in his recognition of the eternal, ontological 

anteriority of the Intellects that precede him. The refusal to recognise their status is also an act 

of violation of the proper testimony of tawhid. The transgression results in a regression. In 

order for him to retrieve his former status, he must pass back through the stages of his “fall” to 

recover “paradise.” This return becomes the human effort to journey to tawhid by learning to 

divest successively, at each level, elements that might mistakenly be attributed to the principle 

above. It is by returning to the beginning that Adam, in the sense that he symbolises all of 

humankind, recovers his original status. The cosmos becomes the instrument of the purification 

and the “theatre” in which the struggle must be played out. Corbin points out that the sense of 

nostalgia and repentance felt by the soul become the energising elements representing both the 

return to a paradisiacal past as well as a “conversion toward it.”8 Time, the dimension of 

creation that was engendered in the unfolding of the cosmos, becomes cyclical and is the 

archetype of its original form in the primordial world into which Adam was first placed. 

The almost poetic language of this hermeneutical analysis is somewhat removed from the tone 

of the earlier writings of Sijistani and Kirmani, and it exemplifies the central role of metaphoric 
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process in discovering and opening up new possibilities for reformulating scriptural meanings. 

Quoting Nasir al din Tusi (d. 1274), who wrote during the Alamut period of Isma‘ili history, 

Corbin suggests 

that to come into this world should not be confused with corporeal presence in the world of 

existence; it is above all a mode of understanding this existence. To come into this world ... 

can have no significance other than to convert its metaphoric reality (majaz) into its True 

Reality(haqiqah).9 

Notes 

1. Many lsma‘ili writings of the Fatimid period have yet to be edited, let alone studied in the 

context of modern scholarship. But recent studies have begun to make more of them available 

to us. For al-Sijistani and al-Kirmani, I have drawn primarily from two recent studies: 

Mohamed Alibhai, Abu Yaqub al-Sijistani and “Kitab Sullam Al-Najat”: A Study in Islamic 

Neoplatonism (Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, 1983); and F. M. Hunzai, The Concept 

of Tawhid in the Thought of Hamid al-din al-Kirmani (Ph.D. diss., McGill University, 1986). 

Another thesis - Paul Walker, Abu Yaqub al-Sijistani and the Development of Ismaili 

Neoplatonism (Ph.D. diss., University of Chicago, 1974) - as well as several articles by the 

author, based on the thesis, have also proved helpful. A comprehensive survey of Isma‘ili 

literature will be found in I. K. Poonawala, Bibliograpby of Ismaili Literature (Malibu: Urdena 

Publishers, 1977). For Isma‘ilism, see W. Madelung, “Ismailiyyah,” Encyclopaedia of 

Religion, Vol. 7; Azim Nanji, “Ismailism,” in Islamic Spirituality: Foundations, ed. S. H. Nasr 

(New York: Crossroads Publishing Co., 1987); and S. H. Nasr, ed. Ismaili Contributions to 

Islamic Culture (Tehran: 1977). 

2. I would like to thank Professor Seyyed Hossein Nasr, who responded formally to the paper 

at the symposium, for his helpful comments and for elaborating the overall Muslim intellectual 

context in which Isma‘ili thought can be set, as well as its subsequent influence on Muslim 

writers and thinkers. 
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3. Quoted by Eugene Vance, “Pas de trois: Narrative, Hermeneutic and Stricture in Medieval 

Poetics,” in Interpretation of Narrative, ed. M. J. Valdes and Owen Miller (Toronto: University 

of Toronto Press, 1978), p. 122. 

4. Professor Nasr, commenting on the notion of ta’wil, suggested a definition that he attributed 

to the late Henry Corbin - “phenomenology.” My own sense of “metaphoric process” as a more 

comprehensive way of understanding the wider connotation of ta’wil is to see it at one level as 

suggesting a mode of reading the scriptural text and deciphering its verbal meaning, and also 

as a tool for disclosing an ultimate meaning which in the view of Isma‘ili writers represents 

“truth’” (haqq). There is thus one text, but it has two aspects: zahir and batin, a referential 

aspect and a fundamental one. In this connection, see Northrop Frye, The Great Code: Bible 

and Literature (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1982), particularly chap. 3; and Mary 

Gerhart and Allan Russell, Metaphoric Process: The Creation of Scientific and 

Religious Understanding (Fort Worth: Texas Christian University Press, 1984), which draws 

from the work of Paul Ricoeur. 

5. David Burrell, Knowing the Unknowable God: Ibn Sina, Maimonides, Aquinas (Notre 

Dame, Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press, 1986) p. 2. 

6. Henry Corbin, Nasir-e-Khosraw: Kitab-e-jami‘ al-Hikmatain (Paris: Adrien Maisonneuve, 

1983), “Etude Prelirninaire,” p. 45. 

7. For a further discussion, see Azim Nanji, “Toward a Hermeneutic of Qur’anic and other 

Narratives in Ismaili Thought,” in Approaches to Islam in Religious Studies, ed. R. C. Martin 

(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1985), pp. 167-68. 

8. Henry Corbin, Cyclical Time and Ismaili Gnosis (London: Kegan Paul International, 1983), 

p. 42. 

9. — —, p. 57. 

This is an edited version of an article that was originally published in God and Creation: An 

Ecumenical Symposium edited by David B. Burrell and Bernard McGinn, University of Notre 

Dame, 1990, pp 304-315. 
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